


M. The parties amended the Contract on July 1, 2022, to extend the Term of the Contract by the first of
two (2) two-year renewal terms and to incorporate certain other changes.

N. The parties amended the Contract on December 5, 2022, to add new Products and Services and to
incorporate the 2023 Master Price List and Freight Rate Schedule, the 2022 Network of Distributors,
and incorporate certain other changes.

O. The parties amended the Contract to extend the Term of the Contract by the second of two (2) two-
year renewal terms and to incorporate certain other changes.

P. The parties now desire to amend the Contract to add new Products and Services and incorporate the
2024 Master Price List and Freight Rate Schedule and incorporate certain other changes.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained herein, the parties 
hereby agree to the following: 

A G R E E M E N T

1. The terms of the Contract are restated by and incorporated into this Fifteenth Amendment by
reference.

2. Defined terms used in this Fifteenth Amendment shall have the same meaning as are assigned to such
terms in the Contract.

3. The Pricing Sheets in Exhibit A of the Contract are hereby replaced in their entirety to the adjustments
in the 2024 Master Price List which are attached hereto as Exhibit A.2.

4. The Freight Rate Schedules in Exhibit D of the Contract are hereby replaced in their entirety to the
adjustments in the 2024 GameTime OMNIA Contract Freight Rates which are attached hereto as
Exhibit D.2.

5. Except to the extent specifically provided above, this amendment shall not be interpreted or construed
as waiving any rights, obligations, remedies, or claims the parties may otherwise have under the
Contract.

6. In all other respects and except as modified herein, the terms of the Contract shall remain in force and
effect.

[Signature Page Follows] 
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